CAMINO DE SAN FELIPE S/n
ES CASTELL (MENORCA)
ILLES BALEARS
971363534
residenciamahon@et.mde.es

FACILITIES

Gardens, cafeteria, mess hall, solarium,
Parking lot, tennis, paddle, kayak,
Table tennis, changing rooms, BBQ
Across Menorca

San Felipe” block depending on “Mahon” residence, located in the remains of the fortress of the same name, is in San Esteve Cove, 4 kms far from the residence. It is the perfect complement for a stay in the island; its mess hall carved in the rock, its access to a crystal water cove and a garden make up a limited area in the island.

The residence guests, civilian and military, can access by monthly or season passes. You can do different sport activities together with swimming and diving: kayaking, tennis, table tennis and paddle and a basketball court.

It is a meeting point and offers some services different from those in the residence. Close to the tayalotic settlement of Trepuco and “camí de cavalls”.

ACTIVITIES

Active tourism
Menorca, the second biggest island in the Balearic Archipelago, with an extension of 50 kms from East to West and 20 kms from North to South, enjoys different contrasts which enhance its singularity. Its high preservation standard together with biodiversity made it worth the title of the Biosphere Reserve in 1993; as well, it enjoys a rich historical and cultural heritage out of which its best examples are the prehistorical sites and the English and French Invasion remains – for about a century – throughout the 18th century.

Unlike other touristic destinations, Menorca got to overcome the urban deteriorating situation and keep most of its geography safe. Fertile ravines, grasslands, woodlands and arid areas are mixed with coves and pristine beaches to compose the image of one of the few stunning landscapes left in the Mediterranean. A proper evolution due to the late opening to the tourism sector and the close relationship which links its inhabitants and the land.

Location of the Block

Tourism Office link

http://www.menorca.es/Publicacions/Publicaciones.aspx?tipo=OFI